
Win Win Win Raffle Tickets due 

back to Council office by April 7th 

to be included in the final Draw on 

May 16th, 2016 

Next Board Meetings at the  

Council Office, 7:00pm  

Apr 11th , 2016 

CPPPBC Office Closed 

Spring Break  2016 Mar 14th– 24th  

Easter,  Mar 28th,  2016 

Teacher’s Letter of 

Intent to preschool 

to renew contract 

March 1st, 2016 

Preschool ‘s letter of intent to 

teacher to renew contract 

March 31st, 2016 

Katherine Whiteside Taylor  

Bursary application deadline 

March 15th, 2016 

PCPI Award Nominations due 

April 1st, 2016 

www.preschools.coop 

PCPI Annual General Meetings in 

Chicago, Illinois 

April 13th—17th 
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 Join us for an evening of  celebration of our vibrant cooperative community!. 

Highlights include the AGM, CPPPBC Awards, Famous Preschool Raffle Baskets, Silent Auction, 50/50, 

Hotel Red Board, Door Prizes, Gourmet Treats, Special Guests, and much, much more fun for all!  
 

Gourmet Hors d’oeurves Catered by The Party Chef 

Doors open at 6:30 pm                

Early Bird Tickets: $10/person until March 31st 

After April 1st: $20/person 

Parking & Transit accessible.  
 

Olympic Village Creekside Community Centre 

1693 Manitoba Street, Burnaby 
 

For Tickets: call the CPPPBC Office at 604 435 4430 or email: cppadmin@telus.net 

What’s for Dinner? 
 By Kathy Lynn, Professional Speaker, Parent Educator, Writer and Broadcaster 

Ever find yourself standing in front of 

the refrigerator trying to figure out 

what to serve for dinner? Of course 

you have. Maybe every day. 

 Want someone else to make the deci-

sion? I know I’ve often felt that it’s 

not the cooking I mind, it’s the plan-

ning. 

The answer? 

Get your kids in on the act. Most kids 

see cooking as fun rather than work. 

So let them play. And before they 

know it they’ll be cooking great meals 

while you relax. 

Cooking is one of those chores we 

often forget when we think about 

getting kids involved in helping out 

around the house. We ask them to 

take out the garbage, set the table, 

load the dishwasher and even help 

put away groceries. All jobs that need 

doing, but not much fun and cer-

tainly not creative. 

Preparing tasty and nutritious meals is 

a skill they will need when they are 

ready to head off on their own. The 

earlier they start, the better they will 

do. And while they are still at home, 

you are the beneficiary. 

To start, create a kid-friendly work 

area. It might be easier for them to 

work at the kitchen table than at the 

counter. If they are working at the 

counter make sure they have a sturdy 

chair or stool to stand on. 

Then teach them the fundamentals. 

They need to learn how to measure, 

how to mix wet and dry and how to 

sauté. 

Even toddlers can get involved. Okay, 

I know this will not speed up the 

process but if they’re working with 

you in the kitchen they’re not bugging you to try to get 

your attention. Little ones can stir dry ingredients, tear 

lettuce and fetch things. Give them jobs that are safe 

and short-term. For example, you can send a child 

across the room to get a can of soup from a lower cup-

board. He does the job and he’s finished – good job! If 

he is still keen he can do another job and so on for as 

long as he’s willing. When we give toddlers jobs that 

are simple and take only a few minutes we can expect 

that they will finish the task but aren’t asking for a 

commitment that a young child just can’t yet make. 

Preschoolers can have a say in the menu. Start by of-

fering choices. Do you want chicken or pork chops 

tonight? We can barbeque the chops or cook them in 

the oven, which would you prefer?  

Continued on Page 2 
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They will want to know the differences be-

tween cooking them each way and you can 

take the opportunity to be teaching them 

about different foods and different prepara-

tion methods. 

As they get older and more experienced you 

can let them plan and prepare meals. At 

first you will work together in both the 

planning and preparation but before you 

know it, your child will be able to put a 

simple meal on the table. It’s a break for 

you and your little chef will be so proud of 

himself. 

Give them a crash course in nutrition. Let 

them know that they need to plan meals 

that include foods from a variety of food 

groups. I remember telling our kids that a 

salad had to have more than just carrots. 

They loved carrots. 

There are good cookbooks available for 

kids. Once they’re old enough to read, go 

through them and choose ones appropriate 

for their age and that fit with how your 

family likes to eat. 

It’s also fun to teach each of your children 

how to prepare a dish that is a family    

favourite. So that child becomes the expert 

at that dish and every time you are going to 

serve it, she is called to do the job.  

Helping in the kitchen has many benefits. 

First, they want your attention while you’re 

trying to prepare meals so you may as well 

have them working with you getting your 

attention and developing an important skill 

at the same time. They are learning about 

nutrition and about making choices and 

planning. And, their self-esteem is getting 

a healthy boost. If we sit down to a meal 

that was prepared by ten-year-old Melissa, 

she is going to feel terrific about herself. If 

we have a cake for desert and three-year-

old Juan stirred the ingredients, he will 

know that he had an important role to 

play in providing this cake that everyone is 

enjoying. 

 Make meal preparation a family affair. 

Then kick back and let someone else plan 

and cook your dinner. 

What’s for Dinner? By Kathy Lynn, Professional Speaker, Parent Educator, Writer and Broadcaster 

Continued from Page 1 

I’ve been working at a parent participa-

tion school for ten years now. Over this 

time I’ve recognized the energy that is 

needed to maintain and build a strong 

foundation for our preschool. The energy 

to build an effective parent participation 

school lies in the ability to adapt to fam-

ily diversity, to network with other PPP 

teacher members and strong volunteer 

spirit. 
 

Every family is different; therefore we 

have to acknowledge each family’s cir-

cumstances when thinking about our 

programs. In parent participation 

schools, we rely strongly on communica-

tion with parents as we need everyone’s 

full effort and time to continue success-

fully with our program. Without family 

support and volunteer time our schools 

wouldn’t run as well as they do. For a 

program that relies on volunteering and 

family support we have to ensure the 

program fits with a wide spectrum of 

families. As this is a balance between 

both the teachers and the parents, both 

parties have to be willing to work to-

gether for common goals. The goals are 

to provide the children with an environ-

ment where they can feel confident, re-

spected and valued.  
 

Having access to a wide variety of re-

sources to trade knowledge and gain sup-

port is essential in the survival of any 

form of education. Parent participation 

schools work heavily on the exchange of 

experiences and ideas to promote and 

enhance their classrooms. Regularly 

schools and generations are changing; 

adapting is the strongest way to thrive, 

especially for a parent participation pre-

school. Schools are more enriched when 

there is collaboration between all teach-

ers. The ways of education are always 

changing. To stay informed and updated 

there has to be workshops, speakers, and 

conferences. By working as a team, par-

ent participation schools are able to sup-

port one another and ensure the future 

survival of their preschools. 
 

Volunteering is sometimes the only way 

for programs to survive. Parent participa-

tion schools rely strongly on donated 

time from both teachers and parents. 

Although time can be scarce, volunteer-

ing is truly the biggest element to any 

participation school. If the balance be-

tween parent’s time and teacher’s time is 

askew the preschool environment will be 

unsuccessful. Respect from both parties is 

crucial. Both parents and teachers work 

hard to ensure the energy in the preschool 

is kept strong and positive. Working as a 

cohesive team is crucial.  The struggle with 

jobs and lack of time is a hard balance for 

some parents, but volunteering can come 

in many forms. It’s just a matter of looking 

at your schedule and finding something 

that works for you, every effort,  no matter 

how big or small, helps. 
   

As a preschool teacher in one of a commu-

nity of parent participations schools, I 

recognize the need for all parties to work 

together to create a strong foundation for 

our schools. Although there are many con-

tributing factors to any school, I have 

found that building healthy relationships 

with families, communicating and net-

working with similar schools, and encour-

aging volunteering supports our ongoing 

success.  

Being Involved in PPP 
 By Christine Williams,  Jack & Jill Assistant Supervisor 
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 “How do I get my child to behave?” is one of the most frequently asked 
questions I receive from parents and adults who care for kids. When it 

comes to discipline so much of the focus goes on ‘what to do when a child 

does ….?’ Discipline strategies are usually aimed on what to in the moment 

and usually after a child has erupted and things have gone awry. Fortu-

nately, there is one particular discipline strategy that doesn’t require waiting 

for an incident to happen. It takes a more proactive approach to dealing 

with troublesome behaviour and takes into consideration both the develop-

mental and relational needs of a child. It is called ‘soliciting good inten-

tions’ and the aim is to work ahead of challenging problems instead of 

when emotions and instincts are really stirred up. (1) 
 

 ‘Soliciting good intentions’ means a parent uses their relationship 

with a child to help them aim their behaviour in a civilized direction. It is 

done in anticipation of challenges and means an adult will need to take a 

proactive stance to work ahead of incidents. While it is impossible to pre-

dict every problem that can unfold with kids, adults are usually aware of 

what their child will find difficult. When a parent solicits a child’s inten-

tions they are trying to get their child onside in advance of incidents. The 

child is given the opportunity to agree ahead of situations that they will 

behave in a certain way. For example, whenever my kids and I went on an 

outing I would ask them ahead of time, “Can I count on you to hold my 

hand when we are at the Aquarium today because it is a big place and I 

need to know where you are at all times.” If we went to the park I would 

usually ask them, “Can I count on you to come with me when it is time to 

leave the park and not run away and say that you don’t want to go? I will 

give you as much time at the park as I can and when we need to go, I need 

you to come okay?” They were usually quite agreeable and willing to point 

in my direction. 
 

 My children’s good intentions would sometimes get lost in the 

midst of gazing at fish on Aquarium outings and while tumbling down 

slides. When their little hand would squirm to let go of mine I would re-

mind them of the intentions they had made earlier to me earlier to hold on. 

This usually helped to quell their frustration and resistance. If it didn’t, I 

usually knew that other things were stirring them up that needed attention 

– like hunger or naptime – or escaping from an excess of stimulation. Some-

times at the park, I would have to remind my kids of the intentions they 

had made to me earlier, while also acknowledging that sometimes it is hard 

to leave when we’re having fun. Soliciting intentions ahead of time can 

make transitioning between events easier and involve less friction. 
 

 Soliciting good intentions is a discipline strategy I still rely on 

heavily as a parent, even as my children approach teenage years. I use it 

most often when I need to get ahead of issues that could be contentious – 

such as shopping for a friend’s birthday present at the toy store. I still ask 

my kids if I can count on them not to ask me to buy them a toy while we are 

shopping for someone else before entering the store. I also ask them if I can 

count on them to clean up their room without having to ask them continu-

ously to do so on the weekend when this chore is done. It has saved us all 

much resistance and frustration when agendas can’t be realized or are diffi-

cult. 

The Developmental Benefits of Soliciting Good Intentions 

There are a number of developmental benefits to a child when adults solicit 

their good intentions. This action naturally imparts the parent’s values as 

well as orients the child to what is considered civilized behaviour. It also 

places the child’s hands on the steering wheel when it comes to their own 

actions. It helps point them toward become their own separate person and 

being independent. By soliciting the child’s intentions ahead of time 

the focus is shifted away from violations, punishment, and making 

demands of them in the heat of the moment. It helps to preserve the 

parent and child relationship and avoid power struggles and emotion-

ally charged moments where patience on both sides can quickly run 

out. We also don’t have to wait for a child to get something wrong 

before we point them towards the ‘right direction.’ The other benefit is 

that even if a child misses the mark, this is about intentions and not 

perfection. It leaves a lot of room for a child to keep aiming in a par-

ent’s direction despite the challenges they may have in getting there. 
 

 Soliciting a child’s intentions is also an effective discipline 

strategy that can be used in place of consequences; which require a 

child to think twice and come after there has been a problem. We know 

young children do not typically think twice before acting until brain 

integration has occurred between the ages of 5 to 7 (on average). Until 

this time they are instinctively moved, with emotional outbursts being 

commonplace. When we solicit a child’s good intentions we lean on 

our relationship with them in order to get them onside. This will help 

us avoid using contrived or overpowering discipline techniques for the 

purpose of achieving compliance. If a child is not attached to an adult, 

their capacity to point a child in a particular direction is weak, if not 

nonexistent. 
 

How Can We Solicit a Child's Good Intentions? 
 

Practically speaking, when we solicit a child’s good intentions we will 

need to collect them first by getting in their face in a friendly way with a 

smile, the sound of our voice, focusing on what they are attending to, 

or helping them with something. When we feel we have their attention 

we can then point them towards realistic goals and work in anticipation 

of problems. We can draw the child onside with their good intentions 

and identify how we would like them to act instead of focusing on their 

failures and wrongdoings. 

 

 We can also support and encourage a child when they are 

faced with challenges in living up to their intentions. It is one thing to 

form an intention and another thing to be able to achieve it. Even as 

adults we make intentions that we struggle to realize – this is just part of 

being human. What matters is how we deal with the internal conflict 

that arises between our goals and the impediments we face in realizing 

them. When we come to a child’s side and enlist their agreement to 

point in a particular direction, we help pave the way in helping them 

realize it is natural to wrestle with conflicting thoughts and feelings. It 

may seem small and insignificant to solicit a child’s intentions to hold 

your hand today, but this is how a child starts to realize they can steer 

their own behaviour and realize their human potential. 

Soliciting Good Intentions 
 By Dr. Deborah MacNamara, PhD, Counsellor and Faculty at the Neufeld Institute 

Notes 

(1) For more information please see Gordon Neufeld’s Discipline that Doesn’t Di-

vide DVD available through the Neufeld Institute. You can also hear Gordon Neu-

feld give two keynote addresses on discipline at the Neufeld Conference April 30th in 

Richmond, BC, Canada. See www.neufeldinstitute.org for more information.  

 

Copyright 2016   Dr. Deborah MacNamara is on faculty at the Neufeld Institute, in 

private practice supporting families, and author of Rest, Play, Grow: Making Sense of 

Preschoolers (or anyone who acts like one). Please see www.macnamara.ca for more infor-

mation.  
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Magic Fun Shows for Children’s Parties & Other 

Events! 

Lots of laughs and audience participation. Shows are 

adapted for children of all ages. For details please contact  

Peter Rooke at 604-984-6822 

Email: prooke@shaw.ca Or visit 

www.peterrookemagic.ca 

9th Annual FUNdraiser for Hillview Preschool 

EASTER EGG HUNT 

Saturday, March 12th, 2016 

10 am to 1 pm 

Egg decorating and other crafts! Face Painting! Food and beverage! 

* Fun activities for children ages 0-10!  * Easter Bunny Appearance!  

At Hillview Preschool 

4340 Carson Street, Burnaby 

(Access parking from McKay and Boxer Streets) 

Tickets $5 in advance or $7 at the gate. Rain or shine! 

For tickets call (604) 431-0119 

1st Prize: iPad Mini, $350 value 

Bobbie Spence 

(Tickets purchased through Kiddies Korner PPP) 

 

2nd Prize: Deluxe Hotel Stay, $250 value 

Jennifer Wineberg 

(Tickets purchased through Hillview PPP) 

 

3rd Prize: Telus World of Science Family Membership, $195 value 

Hussein Atoui 

(Tickets purchased through Hillview PPP) 

Congratulations to this Year’s  

CPPPBC WinWinWin Raffle Early Bird Winners 

Interested in Parenting?  

Want to reach out to the community?  

A Certificate Program in Parent Education, open to the 
General Public, will prepare you to facilitate your own Par-
enting Workshops! 

THE ADLER CENTRE, VANCOUVER 

April 2, 3, 16, 17, May 1, 15, June 5, 12 

Weekend days only  

Learn in a safe, encouraging, inti-

mate, and interactive way  

Information:e:apabc@adler.bc.cat:604-742-1818w:adlercentre.ca 


